Abstract. The basic formulation of the least squares method, based on the L 2 norm of the misfit, is still widely used today for identifying elastic material properties from experimental data. An alternative statistical approach is the Bayesian method. We seek here situations with significant difference between the material properties found by the two methods. For a simple three bar truss example we illustrate three such situations in which the Bayesian approach leads to more accurate results: different magnitude of the measurements, different uncertainty in the measurements and correlation among measurements. When all three effects add up, the Bayesian approach can have a large advantage. We then compared the two methods for identification of elastic constants from plate vibration natural frequencies.
Introduction
Identifying parameters of a model using experimental data has been extensively studied, including for determining elastic material properties from strain or vibration measurements. In order to find the parameters that agree best with the experiments, the most widely used method is based on minimizing the least squares error between the experimental data and the model predictions. Even if many improvements have been brought to the method [1] - [3] , the simplest formulation of the least squares method, based on minimizing the L 2 norm of the misfit [1] , is still extensively used today. An alternative statistical method for parameter identification is based on Bayes' rule. The Bayesian approach is among the most general statistical frameworks since it can account for prior knowledge and also provides the uncertainty in the parameters identified. Isenberg proposed a Bayesian framework for parameter estimation in 1979 [4] and others applied this approach to frequency or modal identification, i.e. identifying material properties from vibration test data [5] [6] .
While both the least squares and the Bayesian methods have been used numerous times for parameter identification, we could not find any publications comparing the two on the same problem. The aim of this article is to compare the two, first on a simple example, then on a material property identification problem from vibration test data. We seek to identify situations where the Bayesian approach leads to significantly different results compared to the basic least squares method.
First, a three bar truss didactic example will be introduced for comparing the two methods. These will then be applied to the identification of elastic properties from natural frequencies of a plate. 3 To whom any correspondence should be addressed. The first example is a simple material property identification problem on which the application of both approaches is straight forward, avoiding complexity which could cloud the comparison. The truss is under a horizontal force p and a vertical force r as shown in Figure 1 . All three bars are assumed to have the same Young modulus E of 10 GPa, which is unknown and which we want to identify from strain measurements on two or three of the bars. The cross sectional areas of the bars are known exactly: A A is the cross sectional area of bars A and C and A B the cross sectional area of bar B.
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The magnitudes of the forces p and r are uncertain with both normally distributed with a mean value of 10 4 N for p and 10 5 N for r and a standard deviation of 500 N for both. From static analysis we find the following relationships for the strains in the bars. The simplest least squares formulation finds the parameters that minimize the sum of the squares of the errors between experimental observations and corresponding model predictions. Again note that more advanced formulations exist, but here we are interested in this simple yet still widely used formulation. For the three-bar truss, assuming we measure the strains in bars A and B, the least squares objective function that we seek to minimize can be written as:
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Note that even though the loads p and r are uncertain we have to provide a single nominal value for each. The most natural candidates are the means of the distributions of p and r. Note also that in this simple case it was possible to find the minimum analytically, without using numerical strategy.
The Bayesian method
The Bayesian approach is a statistical approach, giving not only a single value but a probability distribution. Compared to other statistical approaches to identification, such as maximum likelihood, the Bayesian approach is more general since it can incorporate prior knowledge over the parameters to be identified. It is based on the application of Bayes' rule which gives the probability P(A/B) of an event A, knowing the event B occurred as shown in Eq. 5 together with its extension to continuous probability distribution functions (PDF). Often P(A) is called the prior probability of A, P prior (A), to mark the distinction to the probability of A knowing B, also called probability of A posterior to B.
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The right hand side of this equation is composed, apart from the normalization constant K, of two quantities. The first is the likelihood function of E given the measurements and the other is the prior probability distribution of E. Here we assume that the prior knowledge is in the form of a normal distribution with mean value 9.5 GPa and standard deviation 1.5 GPa. This is a wide prior, centred relatively far away from the true value of 10 GPa to avoid biasing too much our comparison in favour of the Bayesian identification procedure. More details on the impact of the prior will be given in 4.5.
The other right hand side item in Eq. 6 is the likelihood function of E given the measurements and . It measures the probability of getting the test result for a given true value of the modulus, and consequently, it provides an estimate of the likelihood of different modulus values given the test results. As we vary E successively from For a given E we have a PDF for the strains, due to the uncertainty in the loads p and r, which propagate to the strains. The likelihood function for a given E is calculated using Monte Carlo simulation to generate 100,000 loads p and r and propagate them to strains using Eqs. 1-3. The fitted strain PDF is then taken at the point { , }. Equation 6 is evaluated in this way for a series of E values. For all the cases we compare the modulus obtained from the least squares approach to the most likely value from the Bayesian probability distribution. The differences between the two methods are likely to be influenced by three factors (i) differences in the magnitude of the measured strains; (ii) differences in the uncertainty of the measured strains; and (iii) correlation between measured strains.
Results for different-magnitude strains
To create a difference between the magnitude of the strain in bar A and the magnitude of the strain in bar B we used the numerical values given in Table 1 . Note that while the strain in bar A is about three times higher than the one in bar B, we use the same relative uncertainty in the loads (2.5%), which propagates to about the same relative uncertainty in ε A and ε B . B The results of the two identification procedures are presented in Table 2 . We also provide the Young modulus that would be obtained with each of the measurements alone by inverting Eqs. 1 and 3 respectively. The relatively poor results by the least squares method are because least squares implicitly assigns more weight to a strain having high magnitude. Indeed looking at Eq. 4 we have which is about three times bigger than , and so for and . This means that for a same variation of E the residue resulting from bar A will be about 3
2 times bigger than the residue from bar B. So the least squares approach implicitly assigns about 9 times more weight to the measurement in bar A because it is 3 times higher in magnitude than the one in bar B. It seems logical then that the Young modulus identified by least squares is relatively close to the value found using alone. Note that which strain is assigned more weight depends on the derivatives of the strains with respect to E, which could change depending on the numerical values of the problem. To create different uncertainty in the two strains we used the values given in Table 3 . We chose 5% uncertainty in p and 0.5% in r. Note that in order to isolate this effect from the previous one, the obtained strains have about the same magnitude. The results of the two identification procedures are presented in Table 4 for the extreme case. Again on this extreme case the least squares approach is relatively far away from the true Young modulus of 10 GPa while the Bayesian approach is much closer. Since the two strains have about the same magnitude, least squares assigns about the same weight to each, so the identified E is at about the average between the E found with each measurement alone. However the two strains do not have the same uncertainty at all. By propagating the uncertainties on the loads to the strains we realize ε A has about 7 times higher uncertainty than ε B . This information is taken into account by the Bayesian method through the likelihood function, which can be seen as assigning more weight to the measurement having low uncertainty. This explains why the Bayesian identified modulus is much closer to the one found using alone.
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Results for correlation among the responses
To show the effect of correlation we need three strain measurements with two strongly correlated but not correlated to the third. For this purpose we used the values in Table 1 , simply adding from the strain in bar C, ε C = -2.79 mε. The correlation between ε A and ε C is -0.985 while the correlation between the other two couples is 0.086, meaning that only ε A and ε C are highly correlated. Comparison between Table 2 and Table 6 shows that the least squares method is more affected by adding a correlated measurement (+ 0.9 % error) than the Bayesian approach (+ 0.1% error). The explanation is that least square treats all three measurements as independent. Due to the small magnitude of it will be given a small weight, so least squares will mainly combine and . The Bayesian approach can be seen as averaging and first, then considering the average value as a single experiment it combines it with the uncorrelated one. Table 8 that in this case the difference between the least squares and the Bayesian approach is exacerbated. All effects act together and against the least squares method. On the other hand the Bayesian method considers almost only ε B , which has by far the lowest uncertainty, leading the Bayesian method to be much closer to the true Young modulus.
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At this point we briefly discuss the influence of the prior distribution on the Bayesian identification results. The previous results were obtained for a normally distributed wide prior with mean value 9.5 GPa and a large standard deviation of 1.5 GPa. If we change the standard deviation of the prior to 0.75 GPa keeping the same mean we obtain on this extreme case a most likely value of 10.07 GPa (10.08 previously, see Table 8 ). If we change the mean of the prior distribution to 10.5 GPa the standard deviation remaining the same we obtain a most likely value of 10.09 GPa (compared to 10.08). So even though we changed the prior significantly it had very small effects on the Bayesian identification results. Of course this could have been different if we had a narrower, more accurate prior distribution available, in which case it could have positively affected the results.
Average performance
To complement the results obtained for the extreme case we repeat the previous procedure 1000 times, for random values of the loads obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. The quality of the methods will be measured mainly by the standard deviation of E as the loads are varied (see Table 9 ). For the different strain magnitude case for example the standard deviation of the Bayesian approach is about 17% lower than for least squares. This means that, on average, the E found by the Bayesian approach is about 17% closer to the true value. In all the cases the Bayesian approach systematically outperforms least squares. The difference becomes even striking for the three effects combined, since, on average, the E found by the Bayesian approach will be almost 10 times closer to the true value. On a final note, the previously analyzed situations can be handled appropriately by generalized least squares formulations as well, even though these might be less straight forward in obtaining the uncertainty in the identified parameters. The Bayesian approach is presented here as a natural alternative to the more complex least square formulations, which can appropriately handle the analyzed shortcomings of the basic least squares method. Also, even though not studied here, a main remaining advantage of the Bayesian approach over the generalized least squares formulations is the simplicity of taking into account prior information. In our examples we chose a wide prior though to concentrate on the comparison between the basic least squares and the statistical Bayesian approach. 
Description of the problem
In this section we explore how the two methods compare on a more realistic identification problem of elastic properties from the natural frequencies of a plate. Since we are only interested here in comparing the two methods, we simulate experiments from analytical expressions and error models. This also eases computational cost which would be a major issue if more complex models were used. We consider a [0, 90] s simply supported composite laminate of dimensions a = 200 mm, b = 250 mm and of total thickness h = 3 mm. We assume the true elastic constants of the laminate are E x = E y = 57.6 GPa, G xy = 4.26 GPa and ν xy = 0.05. For simplicity, we identify only two properties, assuming that ν xy is known as well as E x = E y . This leaves E x and G xy to be identified.
The simulated experiment consists of measuring the first nine natural frequencies of the plate. We use the thin plate theory for the frequencies in terms of density ρ and rigidities D ij . The assumed uncertainties in the thickness h, dimensions, and density are given in Table 9 . 
To simulate an experiment we generate random values for the input properties, and calculate the first nine natural frequencies using Eq. 7 to obtain the model response, denoted f resp . However we do not measure this value exactly due to measuring noise or modeling error. We assume a uniform Posterior ( E x , G xy ) distribution found with the Bayesian approach The average performance results over 100 repetitions are given in Table 11 . The two methods are comparable for E x but the Bayesian approach is about 1.9 times more accurate for G xy , because the least squares objective function is very sensitive to E x but much less to G xy . 
Concluding remarks
We compared for two different problems two approaches to parameter identification: a basic least squares approach and a Bayesian approach. Using a three bar truss didactic example we identified the following conditions under which the basic least squares method is systematically outperformed by the Bayesian method: different magnitude of response components, different uncertainty in the measurements and correlation among the measurements. The amplitude of the difference between the two approaches depends on the specific problem but on the truss problem we illustrated that it can reach a factor of ten when all the effects act combined. We then considered the identification of elastic constants from natural frequencies of a plate. Using simulated experiments affected by uncertainty in input parameters, measurement noise and model error, we compared the two identification approaches. We found that the Bayesian approach presented an advantage in particular for identifying parameters to which the response is relatively insensitive.
